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Mr. Chairman, Mr. Co-Chairman, Ranking Members, Commissioners,  

Thank you for the opportunity to address you today on this important subject.  

I, like many others in Washington, have followed the developments across the Visegrád Group countries 

over the past decade with some degree of concern, having penned my first “alarmist” piece about the 

deteriorating state of Hungary’s democracy for the Weekly Standard in January 2012.1 

However, a number of American thought leaders on the conservative right, not least the television host 

Tucker Carlson, have been looking to the current governments of Hungary and Poland with sympathy, if 

not admiration, rather than with concern. Those sentiments are fundamentally misguided. That is not 

primarily because there are no policy particulars on which Western conservatives could find themselves 

in agreement with the current governments in Hungary and Poland, though neither of the two can be 

seen credibly as a bulwark of religious liberty or even consistently restrictive immigration policy.2 More 

importantly, both governments, led respectively by FIDESZ and the Law and Justice Party (PiS), have 

embarked on a distinctly authoritarian political project of crude majoritarianism, incumbent 

entrenchment, and a dismantling of checks on political power. Well-documented examples of this 

development include: 

• Adoption of a New Constitution in Hungary (i.e., the Fundamental Law) Along Purely 

Partisan Lines. The constitution left the parliamentary opposition without any impact on the 

legislative process.3 It also restricted the right to challenge the constitutionality of legislation 

at the Constitutional Court to a small number of actors, mostly under government control.4 

The new constitution, moreover, introduced the so-called Cardinal Laws, requiring only a two-

thirds majority to amend the constitution—a lower requirement than the previous 

amendment procedure. In 2011–13 alone, the parliament passed 32 such laws. All 

Constitutional Court case law prior to 2011 was scrapped and constitutional review of budget 

and tax laws disabled whenever the debt-to-GDP ratio exceeds 50 percent, which has been 

the case throughout the post-1989 era.  

 

• Packing of Courts and Their Politicization in Hungary and Poland. In both countries, top 

courts have been politicized, constitutional review of new legislation has been rendered 

ineffective, and the executive has asserted miscellaneous instruments of control over courts 

and judges. In Hungary’s case, for instance, Article 26 (2) of the Fundamental Law allowed the 

government to lower the mandatory retirement age for judges from 70 to 62.5 This action 

removed the most senior 10 percent of the judiciary, including 20 percent of the Supreme 

Court judges and more than half the presidents of all appeals courts. This was declared illegal 

by Hungary’s Constitutional Court6 and the European Court of Justice (ECJ).7 The government 



 
 

dismissed the president of the Supreme Court, who was also the president of the National 

Council of Judiciary, before the end of his mandate—a decision that violated the European 

Charter of Human Rights.8 In Poland, the composition and operation of the country’s 

Constitutional Tribunal was changed, illegally, in the weeks after the PiS arrival to power. In 

2015,9 new legislation was adopted to give the justice minister sweeping powers over the 

personnel of lower courts and lowered the retirement age of judges—a measure that was 

struck down by the ECJ.10 New legislation on the Supreme Court sought to retire a large 

fraction of its judges—a measure that was walked back under domestic and international 

pressure following an ECJ ruling.11 In contrast, Poland’s Constitutional Tribunal struck down 

an ECJ injunction against a reform that envisaged the creation of a special chamber at the 

Supreme Court to discipline judges and prosecutors12 and most recently declared the parts of 

the Lisbon Treaty pertaining to the European Union’s role in overseeing national judiciaries 

as unconstitutional.13 

 

• Overhaul of Hungary’s Electoral System to Strengthen Its Majoritarian, Winner-Takes-All 

Aspects.14 In particular, two-round races in local constituencies were replaced by a simple 

first-past-the-post system, and the minimum turnout threshold for the seat to be awarded 

was scrapped. The geographic boundaries between constituencies were redrawn in ways that 

benefitted FIDESZ. Several constituencies dominated by socialists or left-liberal parties were 

split up, for example in Budapest, or merged with suburban areas to ensure FIDESZ’s 

dominance, such as in Miskolc, Pécs, and Szeged.15  

 

• Erosion of Media Freedom. Both countries experienced a politicization of public 

broadcasting, frivolous lawsuits against independent media outlets, discriminatory 

advertising policies aimed at rendering opposition media financially nonviable, and arbitrary 

policies on broadcasting licenses, which has been illustrated by recent efforts by the Polish 

government to end the license of the US-owned TVN2416 or by the loss of the broadcasting 

license of Hungary’s Klubrádió.17 Hungary also moved in 2018 to centralize the ownership of 

over 470 media outlets under the umbrella of the Central European Press and Media 

Foundation (KESMA), which is exempt from antitrust law, to which those outlets were 

“donated” by their previous owners.18 

 

• Attacks on Civil Society. Examples of this include Hungary’s 2017 “Lex NGO,” which required 

civil society organizations receiving more than €20,000 in foreign funding annually to register 

as foreign funded and was struck down as unlawful by the ECJ,19 and the 2018 law 

criminalizing groups providing assistance to asylum seekers.20  

 

• Deepening of Hungary’s Ties with Revisionist Powers (Russia and China). Viktor Orbán called 

Hungary a “pillar” of the Belt and Road Initiative21 and has repeatedly blocked the EU’s 

initiatives and statements seeking to hold China accountable,22 such as in 2016 on the South 

China Sea, in 2017 on the torture of detained Chinese lawyers, and over the abuses in Hong 



 
 

Kong.23 Not only has Orbán lambasted such efforts as “politically inconsequential and 

frivolous,”24 but Hungary also rebuked the Donald Trump administration’s 5G initiative aimed 

at excluding Huawei from the construction of new 5G networks.25 

 

• FIDESZ’s Kleptocracy. Hungary’s performance on corruption-related indicators, such as 

Transparency International’s Corruption Perception Index or the World Bank’s Worldwide 

Governance Indicators, has deteriorated markedly under the current government. A recent 

report by the European Commission notes that “[the scope of the government’s anti-

corruption strategy] remains limited. Shortcomings persist as regards political party financing, 

lobbying and ‘revolving doors’. Risks of clientelism, favoritism and nepotism in high-level 

public administration as well as risks arising from the link between businesses and political 

actors remain unaddressed. Independent control mechanisms remain insufficient for 

detecting corruption. Concerns remain regarding the lack of systematic checks and 

insufficient oversight of asset and interest declarations.”26 Ample anecdotal evidence exists 

for the extraordinary growth of wealth among FIDESZ-connected “entrepreneurs”27 and for 

the existence of assets that can be tracked to Orbán and his inner circle.28 

Such developments are deeply problematic, irrespective of one’s views of other policies advanced by PiS 

and FIDESZ on which reasonable people can disagree. A US response to such practices, which are often 

casually subsumed under the term of “democratic backsliding,” ought to be guided by clear priorities that 

are shared across partisan lines, nuanced in their scope, and prudent in their application.  

Be Careful What You Criticize Central Europeans For 

It is important that engagement with Central European countries, including criticism and pushback, be 

organized around relatively narrow conceptions of democracy, the rule of law, human rights, and US and 

Western interests in the region. Too often, however, Western politicians and EU institutions have inserted 

themselves in local culture- and values-driven conflicts, seeking to promote an expansive understanding 

of gender equality,29 rights of sexual minorities,30 and questions of asylum and immigration. In fact, very 

few of the clashes between European institutions and Central European countries have been as heated as 

the conflict over refugee relocation quotas, in which national governments turned their back on EU 

legislation that passed over the protests of several post-communist member states.31 

Intentions aside, international displays of support to progressive causes and to a broad understanding of 

human rights have unintended consequences in societies with cultural attitudes that remain markedly 

different from those prevailing in the West.32 For one, they signal—often to societies that are socially and 

culturally conservative—that social and cultural conservatism remains incompatible with Western-style 

liberal democracy. They also suggest, incorrectly, that often-agonizing questions involving conflicting 

moral values in pluralistic societies admit only one, self-evidently correct answer.  

Instead of acting as a catalyst of progress, international pressure often encourages the worst, most 

irresponsible actors to double down and seek confrontation, which may be in their momentary political 

interest.33 Worse yet, the frequent sense of being nagged builds resentment against the EU, the US 



 
 

government, and other Western actors, which is then exploited by the West’s adversaries. This is most 

commonly done by Russia, whose propaganda efforts and international outreach depict it as a bulwark of 

traditional values against Western decadence.34 In countries that are facing a genuine democratic erosion 

at the hands of their authoritarian populist leaders, such as Hungary and Poland, such culture wars risk 

serving both as a distraction and a wedge issue that keep opposition from consolidating around the 

defense of the core principles of democracy, the rule of law, and human rights. 

Although the success of the European integration is firmly in the US interest, it is likewise important that 

the United States adopts a cautious perspective on any clashes between EU member states and European 

institutions. The EU’s policies and decision-making remain the subject of legitimate and healthy 

contestation. Just as President Barack Obama’s and President Trump’s weighing in on conflicting sides of 

the Brexit debate have proven unhelpful, inserting the United States into similar conflicts in the future 

ought best to be avoided.  

One case in point is the current stand-off between Poland’s Constitutional Tribunal and the ECJ. This case 

involves the new mechanisms for disciplining the judges of the country’s Supreme Court, struck down by 

the ECJ35 before Poland’s Constitutional Tribunal decided that the provisions of European treaties under 

which the ECJ constructed its reasoning were themselves unconstitutional.36 Unlike the 2020 decision of 

Germany’s Federal Constitutional Court (BVerfG) to strike down ECJ judgments upholding the legality of 

the ECJ’s asset purchases,37 the Polish Tribunal is attacking, arguably in bad faith, some of the most basic 

tenets of the EU’s quasi-constitutional order.  

Yet, what may appear as a legal problem is in fact a highly sensitive political one. The EU is neither a 

unitary state nor a federation; it is an association of member states. As such, although the ECJ has claimed 

legal supremacy in cases involving EU law, it has not been recognized as such by member states 

themselves, leading to instances of bargaining, compromising, and mutual accommodation by member 

states and European institutions. Needless to say, there is no constructive role to be played by the United 

States in that process.  

Central European Countries Are Not Identical 

It may be tempting to see the Visegrád countries and post-communist countries more broadly as a 

homogenous bloc, categorically distinct from the “old” member states of the EU and NATO. Yet, the initial 

cohort of post-communist countries joined NATO more than two decades ago. Incomes in some of those 

post-communist countries now exceed those in the “old” member states, such as Portugal or Greece, and 

there is at least as much variation between different post-communist countries as there is between post-

communist countries and the “old” members of the EU and NATO. 

At this time, for example, the Czech Republic is in the midst of a thoroughly calm, uncontested change of 

government following the electoral defeat of Andrej Babiš, a populist leader whose arrival in power in 

2017 was greeted with understandable concerns. However, regardless of his own political style (which is 

less nationalistic and more managerial and technocratic), the Czech Republic has also been far better 

positioned to withstand attempts at authoritarian rule.38 It features a reasonably powerful upper chamber 

and an assertive Constitutional Court, which stopped the two largest parties from entrenching themselves 



 
 

in power during the period of the “opposition pact” of 1998–2002. Also, the Czech Republic’s proportional 

representation system—in contrast to Hungary’s winner-takes-all system—helped thwart Babiš by making 

it harder for his party to gain absolute control over the legislature. Likewise, Slovakia might continue to 

suffer from chronic rule-of-law and corruption problems, but it never came close to the authoritarian 

governing style now observed in Hungary and Poland. 

A more granular look at Hungary and Poland reveals important differences between the two countries, 

which ought to inform American policymaking. Hungary’s FIDESZ has enjoyed an essentially unchecked 

claim on political power for over a decade, including a period of constitutional majority in parliament. PiS, 

meanwhile, has had many of its power ambitions tempered by its limited political mandate—not even 

enjoying a parliamentary majority on its own. (Unlike FIDESZ, PiS has been part of an electoral and 

governing coalition with a number of small, right-of-center parties, forcing it into occasional 

compromises.) Obviously, Poland’s size as the EU’s fifth most populous country, its strong commitment 

to the transatlantic alliance shared across all major parties, and a deep-seated distrust of Russia and China 

also distinguish it from Hungary. 

Timing Is Everything 

There is a strong case to be made for the revival of America’s traditional democracy-promotion agenda in 

Central Europe and beyond, including in broadcasting and support to journalism, capacity building, 

elections monitoring, fighting against kleptocracy, and other activities. Such efforts ought to be organized 

around a relatively thin and neutral understanding of democracy, the rule of law, and human rights in 

order to bring together actors of different cultural and ideological stripes who can agree on the 

importance of free and fair elections, the integrity of the courts, due process, fighting corruption, freedom 

of association, and media freedom. 

However, utmost care should be exercised both by the administration and the legislative branch as they 

take discrete steps against either Central European authoritarian practices or overtures to revisionist 

powers. Hungary is holding an election in the spring of 2022, while Poland is holding one in the fall of 

2023. In both countries, a fair likelihood exists that the present governments will be defeated by broad, 

pro-democracy coalitions. Intensifying the pressure against either government, particularly on subjects 

that are only tangentially related to core liberal democratic values (which ought to be understood very 

narrowly) or to US interests in the region, risks backfiring and being used as a wedge issue to divide the 

ideologically diverse opposition ranks. That is particularly true of interventions on culturally contentious 

subjects such as reproductive rights, the treatment of sexual minorities, and the granting of asylum. 

Thirty years since the collapse of Communism in Central and Eastern Europe, the region has made 

enormous strides and in many ways has become a close and steadfast partner and ally of the United 

States. While hearing the occasional hard truth is an integral part of any such partnership, there are good 

and bad ways to hold difficult conversations with one’s partner. Here is to hoping that the US policy on 

such matters will live up its core values while also being prudent, constructive, and thoughtful.  

Thank you. 
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